**Wednesday, February 6th: Pre-Forum Meetings**

12:00 pm – 2:30 pm  
**Thought Leader Group meeting**  
*SFP Partners only*

12:00 pm – 1:30 pm  
**Aquaculture Workshop**  
*Zonal management is a critical part to achieving sustainable aquaculture, but how do we get there? This workshop will include an overview of SFP's approach to aquaculture, share new tools developed for industry, and discuss upcoming opportunities for industry engagement in aquaculture improvement.*  
Hosted by David Martin and Jenna Stoner (SFP)

1:00 pm  
**FisheryProgress.org Overview**  
Hosted by Jeremy Rude (FishChoice)

2:00 pm – 3:30 pm  
**Mexican Seafood Supply Chain Roundtable (SR) meeting**  
*RSVP required to megan.westmeyer@sustainablefish.org*

2:30 pm  
**Ocean Disclosure Project and FishChoice Collaboration Update**  
Hosted by Dorothy Li (SFP), Justin Boevers (FishChoice)

3:30 pm – 4:00 pm  
**Eastern Pacific Ocean Large Pelagic SR meeting**  
*This meeting will primarily focus on current and developing mahi improvement efforts in the Eastern Pacific ocean. RSVP required to teddy.escarabay@sustainablefish.org*

3:00 pm – 5:00 pm  
**Labor Issues workshop hosted by Liberty Shared & FishWise**  
*Human trafficking is still a major issue in seafood production and processing in some parts of the world. Are your supply chains connected to the issue? How can companies reduce their risks and accelerate better working conditions where this issue exists? Liberty Shared will demonstrate how and why seafood companies may be liable. FishWise will preview their practical suite of tools, resources, and steps companies can use to improve socially responsible practices in seafood supply chains. This session will be interactive, please share your questions and experiences.*
Welcome Reception  
*Outside on La Riviera Terrace*

*Thursday, February 7th: Target 75 Global Fisheries & Aquaculture Forum*

*Paris Room*

8:00 am – 8:45 am  
**Keynote: Evolution of the Sustainable Seafood Movement** - Scaling precompetitive collaborations into a global effort to achieve Target 75 and advance UN SDG 14  
Keith Kenney (McDonalds), Jim Cannon (SFP)

8:45 am – 9:30 am  
**Scaling Up Improvement Efforts: National Policy Approach** – How national-level improvement efforts can more efficiently and effectively advance sustainability in fisheries in Mexico and Indonesia, and aquaculture in Asia.  
Andre Brugger (Netuno), Pablo Cueva (UNDP Ecuador), Julian Portilla (Impacto Colectivo), Facilitated by Megan Westmeyer

9:30 am – 10:15 am  
**Scaling up Improvement Projects: Transboundary Fisheries (mahi, squid, and tuna)**  
– A look at how multinational industry groups, coastal states, and Regional Fishery Management Organizations (RFMOs) can accelerate the improvement of important species like tuna, squid, and mahi.  
Guy Pizutti (Publix Super Markets), Richard Stavis (Stavis Seafoods), Guillermo Casquero (CABOMAR), Facilitated by Tom Pickerell

10:15 am – 10:45 am BREAK

10:45 am – 11:30 am  
**Advances in Sustainable Aquaculture** – Exciting initiatives and developments in global aquaculture production, and a look at SFP’s Sustainable Aquaculture Framework.  
Elena Piana (Sea Farms), Bill DiMento (HLF), Chris Ninnes (ASC), Facilitated by David Martin

11:30 am – 12:15 pm  
**Pre-Competitive Collaborations: Not Just for Industry** – How NGOs are working together around Target 75 sectors to help advance change globally.  
Cecilia Blasco (SmartFish), Perry Broderick, (Ocean Outcomes), Robin Teets (NGO Tuna Forum), Facilitated by Sam Grimley

12:15 pm – 1:30 pm  
**Lunch outside on La Riviera Terrace**
1:30 pm – 2:00 pm
Case Study: Efforts to Support Industry in Advancing Target 75 and Sustainability
–This discussion aims to inform industry of examples of development agency funding toward improvement efforts, and how it could help with their own sustainability challenges and needs.
Augusto Lopez (Cañeros de Manta), Xavier Chalen (Conservation International)
Facilitated by Carmen Gonzalez-Valles Martinez

2:00 pm – 2:45 pm
Achieving the Global Ambition of Target 75: Getting New Markets Involved – An update on groundbreaking new improvement efforts getting underway in Africa and Japan, and a discussion of how to engage critical markets such as South Korea and China.
Wakao Hanaoka (Seafood Legacy), Jean Louis Meuric (Sysco France), Facilitated by Pedro Ferreiro Velasco

2:45 pm – 3:00 pm BREAK

3:00 pm – 4:00 pm
Closing remarks from SFP CEO Jim Cannon